crystal: 1364
location: BOOKMARK
date: 06/03/13
name: JABIE28
hometown: BLAINE MN

comments:
This one is just beautiful!!!

crystal: 2615
location: Mantorville
date: 5/2/13
name: Lava-Java
hometown: MN

comments:
These crystals are VERY pretty:) Keep putting them out!!! ;):)

crystal: 2386
location: Mantorville
date: 6/2/13
name: (optional)
hometown: MN

comments:
it’s really nice did you make it?

crystal: 2876
location: Log Hunt
date: 5/13/13
name: (optional)

comments:
Found it in log hunt

crystal: 2651
location: Curiously Strong in Rockford, MN
date: 05/12/2013
name: T&J
hometown: Buffalo Lake, MN

comments:
A neat find

crystal: 2561
location: cache view across the street in Minnesota
date: May 7, 2013
name: (optional)

comments:

crystal: 404
location: Portage Segment of the Ice Age Trail, Wisconsin
date: 5/4/2013
name: Kenzie and Alex
hometown: Portage, WI

comments:

Got this in a ftf! What a neat idea! Love the guinea pig logo... maybe we'll put the crystal by our three cavies :)

*******************************************************************************
crystal: 2560
location: World Wide Flash Mob X - The Battle of Burnsville (MN)
date: 5-4-2013
name: Gummybayer
hometown: Delano, MN

comments:

Beautiful! A watery blue dolphin with blue and clear crystals.

*******************************************************************************
crystal: 2622
location: Bradshaw Woods - GC3HKYW
date: 04/25/13
name: Chris
hometown: Murdock, MN

comments:

we 6 of these that day--I don't know if I put them all back in the correct bag. These are the ones we found and where:
#2622 - large red crystal with heart charm @Bradshaw Woods
#2953 - black/yellow with a bee @Helen Keller
#3002 - red/blue speckled white heart with clear pendant @ Helen Keller
#2921 - purple with a snowflake charm @ Pocahontas
#2762 - teal with white heart and clear crystal @ Goose Poop
#3000 - blue with dove charm @ Joan of Arc

This was neat and had fun every time I found one!

*******************************************************************************
crystal: 1375
location: Magee Park II
date: 4/26/2013
name: (optional)

comments:

Thanks!

*******************************************************************************
crystal: 2841
location: N 44° 53.194 W 093° 20.330
date: 4/21/13
name: Tony Keyser (TheCachin8tor)
hometown: Elk River, MN

comments:

Found this crystal in geocache GC4978X - I used to come here! this morning while grabbing a few Munzees and caches after work. Will move along somewhere fun so someone else can find this fun sig item.

*******************************************************************************
crystal: 1638
location: THE GARDEN ROOM
date:  4-10-13
name:  RocknRebelTattoo
hometown:  Ardmore, AL

comments:

GF loved it

******************************************************************************
crystal:  2585
location:  GC1EHD5
date:  4/7/13
name:  (optional)
hometown:  Rochester, MN

comments:

First Crystal we've found - made my daughter's day!!  Thank you!

******************************************************************************
crystal:  2506
location:  Carrara East
date:  01/04/13
name:  Jabie28
hometown:  Blaine Mn

comments:

Heading to MOGA, will Drop off somewhere on the way.

******************************************************************************
crystal:  2971
location:  Farubault, Minnesota
date:  3-29-13
name:  (optional)
hometown:  (optional)

comments:

This was a very cute find.

******************************************************************************
crystal:  2504
location:  GC39HXN: Lakeland Lamplighter
date:  3/28/13
name:  Team S-FTW
hometown:  South St. Paul, MN

comments:

Very neat little trinket, thanks for sharing!  I will leave in a soon-to-be-published cache as a FTF prize :)

New cache:
GC48JTX

******************************************************************************
crystal:  2515
location:  Nicollet Island, Minneapolis MN
date:  3/15/2013
name:  purplesquirrel1
hometown:  St. Paul, MN
I love finding things like this in geocaches. I appreciate homemade treasures. They're the only things I ever take from caches (besides TBs.) Thanks! This crystal is lovely and I will display it proudly.